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A B S T R A C T

Practice-changing evidence requires confirmation, preferably in multi-institutional clinical trials. The
collection of tissue within such trials has enabled biomarker studies and evaluation of companion
diagnostic tests. Tissue microarrays (TMAs) have become a standard approach in many cooper-
ative oncology groups. A principal goal is to maximize the number of assays with this precious
tissue. However, production strategies for these arrays have not been standardized, possibly
decreasing the value of the study. In this article, members of the Cancer and Leukemia Group B
Pathology Committee relay our experiences as array facility directors and propose guidelines
regarding the production of high-quality TMAs for cooperative group studies. We also discuss
statistical issues arising from having a proportion of patients available for TMAs and the possibility
that patients with TMAs fail to represent the greater study population.

J Clin Oncol 29:2282-2290. © 2011 by American Society of Clinical Oncology

INTRODUCTION

Companion biomarker tests that qualify patients for

specific therapies are the centerpieces of personal-
ized medicine. Tissue samples and their analyses are
critical in understanding which therapies are appro-
priate for individual patients and for delivering
those therapies. It is becoming a standard for coop-
erative oncology groups and other multicenter con-
sortia to collect tissue samples as a key part of the
clinical trial, with the goal of using the material in
correlative studies to help develop or validate com-
panion diagnostic tests. Some trials are highly suc-
cessful and collect specimens from nearly every
patient enrolled onto the trial, and some even re-
quire tissue blocks for enrollment. However, the
availability of a complete sample of patients from the
population is not always possible. Sometimes pa-
thology departments are reluctant to part with the
tissue block. Reasons include paucity of tissue, state
laws, hospital regulations, departmental policies,
ambiguity regarding ownership of specimens, and
lack of familiarity with cooperative groups and clin-
ical trials more generally. A consequence is that the
number of tissue blocks collected for a given trial
may represent only a subset of the patients in the
trial. This gives rise to problems that we will discuss.

Tissue microarrays (TMAs), first described in
the late 1980s,1 were popularized after publication of
a mechanized method of production.2 They are con-
structed by using a needle to core a tissue block and
then placing that cored paraffin into a recipient,
predrilled master block with as many as 800 other
tissue cores. There are numerous reviews describing
both the methods and advantages of this approach.
Specific advantages of using TMAs include minimal
damage to the source block, more cases in direct
parallel analysis on the same slide, lower reagent
costs, and faster results. Although it has been nearly
20 years since the first TMA was constructed, their
use by clinical trials pathology coordinating centers
is still in a relatively early stage, with each center
using its own methods and format. A summary of
the advantages and disadvantages of TMAs is pro-
vided in Table 1. There are no established stan-
dards for array construction and little consensus
on best practices. Array facilities often use formats
requested by pathologists who have little experi-
ence in array construction or scientific methods.
Array maps and strategies for tissue placement
have also varied depending on the anticipated
method of analysis.

In this article, we provide a set of evidence-
based guidelines (summarized in Table 2) for array
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construction. The following guidelines represent our cumulative
experience as directors of TMA facilities and researchers who col-
laborate with those facilities. The goal is achieve uniform, produc-
tive, and valid analyses of valuable tissue resources. Our guidelines
for TMAs are consistent with the Reporting Recommendations for
Tumor Marker Prognostic Studies (REMARK) more generally.3

COLLECTION OF BLOCKS

Whether one does a retrospective collection in a small institution or
prospectively collects samples as part of an international intergroup
study, the first step is to write a protocol. The protocol is prospective. It
must give a detailed description of the various steps to be followed and
the eventual statistical analyses to be used in reporting the results.

The protocol addresses the manner of collecting the tissue blocks.
The most common approach is to obtain all blocks that can be re-
trieved for coring. Another possibility is to obtain only a random
sample of blocks. A common reason for choosing this approach is
when there are budgetary constraints prohibiting complete tissue col-
lection. Another instance is when a first random sample will be used to
generate a hypothesis, such as whether a particular biomarker predicts
the effects of a therapy, with a planned second and possibly even a
third sample that will be used to test that hypothesis.

Once block collection is completed, we strongly recommend that
hematoxylin and eosin (HE) –stained slides from each block be reviewed
by a qualified pathologist to define the region of interest for coring. This
can be done by simply circling the relevant region to be cored using a
felt-tip pen. The review process inevitably eliminates some samples
from use in the array as a result of insufficient tumor or other issues.
Regions of artifact or necrosis can be excluded, and subregions can be
defined if necessary. This is also the point at which areas of interest can
be highlighted. For example, arrays can be made that sample the
leading edge versus the center of a tumor as defined by annotation
directly on the slides made by a qualified pathologist.

The review process may be done directly on the slides or using a
digital pathology platform, allowing scanned slides to be reviewed
remotely. Remote review has the advantage of including more pathol-
ogists but the disadvantage of requiring that another researcher
transfer the information to the slide or block being used for array
construction. Concurrent with or after this HE review, the paraffin
block should be evaluated to identify thin or scant material in a block
and to determine whether the target tissue in the block will provide the
correct number of cores designed for the array yet retain sufficient
tumor in the original block if necessary. Once this review has occurred
and each block is paired with an HE slide, the cohort is ready for
TMA construction.

In some cases, the originating pathology department is not will-
ing to release the block, even though the patient has given consent for
the tissue to be released. One solution to this problem is for the

Table 1. The Advantages and Disadvantages of TMAs

Advantages Disadvantages

Applies uniform testing methodology to all
samples on the slide

Cannot control for variability in tissue collection and processing before analysis
(preanalytic variables)

Uses small amounts of tissue for studies, minimizing consumption of
material and increasing the number of assays per specimen

May not take into account tumor heterogeneity (minimized by core replication)

Reduces reagent costs, laboratory processing, and time May introduce statistical bias if high level of missing data
Allows comparison of replicates for assessment of reproducibility Variable tissue loss from individual patients through sectioning
Amenable to use of multiple techniques and markers Techniques (like FISH) where different protease treatment is required for

different tissue samples are challenging
Allows direct comparison of different tissue histotypes on a single slide Requires validation of techniques specific to TMAs

Abbreviations: TMA, tissue microarray; FISH, fluorescent in situ hybridization.

Table 2. Summary of Proposed Recommendations

Recommendations

Collection of the blocks to form the cohort
Write a protocol for the proposed study, including prospective design of

the collection methods, anticipated studies to be performed, and
statistical analyses to be completed, if known at the time of array
construction.

Determine whether tissue subset available for TMA is consistent with
total cohort with respect to relative risk of effect of primary end point
of study. If representative and powered, then proceed to block
review. If not representative, consider conversion to case-control
series or selected cases series, or consider repeating efforts to obtain
more blocks.

HE-stained slides from each block must be reviewed by a qualified
reviewer (usually a pathologist) to define the region of interest for
coring. Establish the cohort of patients who have acceptable amounts
of target tissue for the specified TMA design.

Array construction issues
For large cohorts, use the 0.6-mm core size unless tissue type or TMA

need justifies larger core.
To prevent map orientation confusion, use asymmetric array

construction.
Use at least two-fold nonadjacent redundancy.
Include appropriate controls on every TMA master block.
If greater than one core from each patient is to be used in a single

master block, we recommend nonadjacent placement of the cores.
Postconstruction array validation

Slides should be stained as soon as feasible after cutting (within 5 days)
of the blocks or appropriately preserved. To minimize loss, TMA
master blocks should be cut in batches of at least 10 slides to
minimize loss related to facing the block.

Quality control should include HE staining and pathologist review of at
least every 20th cut.

Statistical review of the final cohort from whom biomarker data were
obtained should include assessment of the subset of the cohort
missing from the TMA to be sure missing patients as a result of
technical issues do not introduce bias into the cohort analysis, and
comparison of row means and column means on each TMA section
and between TMA blocks stained for the same biomarker to identify
any systemic bias in data collection.

Abbreviations: TMA, tissue microarray; HE, hematoxylin and eosin.
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originating institution to send the cooperative group a subsample of
the tumor block. This can be done by using a skin punch biopsy
(4-mm diameter) and then sending the resultant punch sample (still
in the skin punch biopsy tool or transferred to an Eppendorf [Ham-
burg, Germany] tube or re-embedded in a new block) to the group
bank. The resultant large core can then be re-embedded, and 0.6- to
1-mm cores can then be taken from the second block for inclusion in
the study TMA (Fig 1). This approach should specifically be offered to
reluctant pathology departments because they may not be aware of
this option and it may significantly decrease missingness in the final
collection. This approach is consistent with the College of American
Pathologist’s laboratory inspection guidelines requiring maintenance
of formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded diagnostic material for 10 years.

STATISTICAL ISSUES REGARDING MISSING BLOCKS

Ideally, a representative block is available from every patient’s tumor.
This is achievable when a tumor block is mandatory for participating
in the trial and probably only then. In studies involving retrospective
tissue collection, the issue of missing blocks is inevitable. Any type of
missing data in a clinical study is problematic. At best, the patient with
missing data does not contribute to the study, and therefore, some
statistical power is lost. More importantly, missingness introduces bias
because the reason for missingness may be related to the end point in
question. For example, small tumors may be associated with relatively

good prognosis and may be disproportionately missing from the TMA
precisely because they are small. When missingness is as low as 5%, for
example, this bias may be negligible, and it might be reasonable to
ignore it. When missingness is high, perhaps 30% or greater, the biases
are potentially severe and may limit the ability to draw any conclu-
sions. However, even when missingness is less than 30%, the possibil-
ity of bias looms large. Likewise, when missingness is greater than
30%, as it often is in existing cooperative group TMAs, valuable
conclusions may still be drawn if the potential biases are addressed.

Reasons for missingness should be addressed. Sporadic missing-
ness is more troublesome than whole subsets that are missing. For
example, if 30% of the samples are missing and they are all from a
cooperative group that refused participation in the correlative study,
then power is decreased but there may be no concern about bias when
analyzing questions of interactions between biomarkers and treat-
ment effect. The best way to deal with missingness is to try to eliminate it.
Although this is often impossible, second and third attempts to obtain
tissue may be valuable, especially if alternative methods are offered.

Figures 2, 3, and 4 show three examples of clinical trials with
tissue retrospectively assessed using TMAs. Figures 2A (patients in-
cluded in TMA) and 2B (patients not included in TMA) show relapse-
free survival of patients with node-positive breast cancer who received
adjuvant chemotherapy and did or did not receive paclitaxel in the
Cancer and Leukemia Group (CALGB) 9344 trial.4 The missingness
rate was 35%. Despite such a high rate, conclusions about whether a
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Fig 1. A series of photos are shown that
illustrate the process of coring a block and
re-embedding the core in a new block to
be sent to cooperative groups or others
requesting formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded
tissue for research. The 4-mm core pro-
vides enough tissue to make a generous
amount of DNA or RNA and can be either
sectioned as is or cored up to four times
with a 0.6-mm needle for tissue microar-
ray construction.
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biomarker is predictive of paclitaxel’s effect have greater credibility
because the effect of paclitaxel is quite similar in the two subsets. One’s
comfort level can be further enhanced when the same markers (such as
estrogen receptors and HER2/neu expression in this example) are
assessed by other means for at least some of the patients in both

subsets. Thus, concordance of the two methodologies can be assessed,
and the missingness rate when assessing the possible role of these
markers is substantially reduced.5

Figures 3 and 4 tell a different story. Figure 3 (progression-free
survival) gives the results for CALGB 9840, a trial in metastatic breast
cancer. The progression-free survival plot distinguishes between pa-
tients who were and were not included in the correlative sciences
study. In this example, the missingness rate is 78%, which by itself
challenges the credibility of any conclusions. To make matters worse,
there is evidence of a bias in the selection of patients, with those
patients included in the TMA having better prognoses than those not
included in the TMA. Because of this concern, data obtained from this
subset should only be considered exploratory.

Figures 4A (patients included in TMA) and 4B (patients not
included in TMA) give the results of CALGB 9741.6,7 This trial showed
that delivering chemotherapy every 2 weeks improves relapse-free
survival for adjuvant, node-positive breast cancer compared with de-
livering chemotherapy every 3 weeks. We retrieved all available tissue
blocks for TMAs, and we were interested in human epidermal growth
factor receptor 2 status, among other markers. The missingness rate of
38% is similar to that for CALGB 9344 in Figure 2, but in Figure 4, the
patients available for TMA show no benefit for chemotherapy deliv-
ered every 2 weeks, whereas the full study shows a significant benefit.
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Fig 2. Kaplan-Meier plots of relapse-free survival in patients with node-positive
breast cancer who received adjuvant chemotherapy on the Cancer and Leukemia
Group B 9344 trial split by receipt of paclitaxel. (A) Patients included in the tissue
microarray (TMA). (B) Patients not included in the TMA. HR, hazard ratio.
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Fig 3. Kaplan-Meier plot of patients from the Cancer and Leukemia Group B 9840
trial showing progression-free survival split by inclusion in the tissue microarray
(TMA). Note that patients selected for inclusion in the TMA show statistically
significant better outcome than patients not included in the TMA. HR, hazard ratio.
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Fig 4. Kaplan-Meier plots of patients from the Cancer and Leukemia Group B
9741 trial show that (A) patients for whom blocks were available for tissue
microarray construction showed no improvement in relapse-free survival, even
though (B) the whole study showed improved relapse-free survival with dose-
dense doxorubicin (every 2 weeks [q2]) compared with dosing every 3 weeks
(q3), the main finding of this clinical trial. HR, hazard ratio.
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This example is even more problematic than that of Figure 3. In that
example, there was a bias in that the patients included in the TMA
performed better overall than the patients not included in the TMA.
However, any treatment benefit might well be the same in both
groups. In Figure 4, there is evidence that the treatment effect was
different in patients included in TMA than in patients not included in
TMA. Any assessment of the role of human epidermal growth factor
receptor 2, for example, in predicting the benefit of chemotherapy
delivered every 2 weeks might be quite different for the patients in-
cluded in TMA than for all patients in the study.

There is no ideal resolution to this conundrum. We retrieved all
available blocks. Had we identified a sample of patients representative
of the full trial and sought only those blocks, we would have gotten a
subset of the patients we actually got, but we would not have gotten
any of those who we were not able to get when we requested samples
from all patients. Thus, we would have had the same bias in our sample
of patients, but our sample would have been smaller.

One approach to consider before building the array with missing
data is to determine whether the subset that is available is representa-
tive. Although representivity can be hard to define and results in
subjective selection of variables that define representation, the most
important variable in cooperative group trials is the issue addressed by
the primary hypothesis or goal of the trial. For example, does drug X
increase recurrence-free survival, or do patients receiving drug Y show
a higher response rate than placebo? Thus, before making a TMA with
a high degree of missingness, one can assess the relative risk, or pro-
tective value of the intervention (the drug) in the subset available for
TMA construction. If the patients available for array construction show
a relative risk for the primary end point that is significantly different than
the entire cohort, then the subset cohort is not suitable for TMA produc-
tion or the TMAs produced must only be used for exploratory studies.

Although there is no ideal resolution to the problem of missing-
ness, there are strategies one can use in attempting to repair the
problem. One is multiple imputation.8 A detailed description of the
methodology is beyond our scope. Suffice it to say that the method
produces a probability distribution of the full results based on the
TMA results, outcome data, and covariate information, such as tumor
size, for patients with TMA results and based on the outcome data and
covariate information for patients with missing TMA results. The
TMA results for the latter patients are imputed from a probability
distribution that depends on the patient-specific information. This
gives rise to a complete data set and enables finding measures such as
statistical significance level of the interaction between biomarkers and
treatment. Repeating this imputation process multiple times gives a
probability distribution of statistical significance levels. This process
delivers the strength of the data regarding questions to be addressed,
and most importantly, it properly conveys the uncertainty in address-
ing those questions.

An advantage of multiple imputation is that it naturally incor-
porates the rate of missingness. If this rate is large, then the multi-
ple imputation process results in a probability distribution of
statistical significance that is wide, meaning that the study was not
greatly informative. However, if the subset of missing can be
proven to be biased by comparing relative risks of the missing and
nonmissing data, then even multiple imputation will not resolve
the missingness issue.

ARRAY CONSTRUCTION

Selection of Core Size

The diameter of the core for each spot on the array can range
from 0.2 to 2 mm. The extremes are technically difficult, so most
arrays use the 0.6-, 1.0-, or 1.5-mm cores. The appropriate core size
may be driven by the target tissue. TMAs for some lesions, such as
pancreatic carcinoma and carcinoma in situ of the breast, are more
successful using larger cores.9,10 In addition, some pathologists feel
comfortable with larger spots for conventional by-eye analysis. The
disadvantage of larger spots is that fewer cores can be placed in each
block, reducing some of the advantages of using a TMA. The larger the
series to be analyzed, the more efficient it is to use smaller cores. Recent
work has shown that when doing quantitative analysis, there is little
difference in protein expression for core sizes of 0.6, 1.0, and 1.5 mm
over a range of biomarkers.11 Therefore, for large cohorts, we recom-
mend 0.6-mm cores.

Format

The format of TMAs has varied greatly in different facilities. Key
issues related to formatting include array symmetry, placement of
cores from the same patient (redundant cores), size of the array (row
and column dimensions), and interspot distance and uniformity. We
recommend asymmetric array construction to minimize errors in orien-
tation. This can be achieved by design of the array, leaving an incom-
plete row at the bottom or inclusion of control tissue spots (often
normal liver or kidney) outside of the row/column format to mark the
top of the array. Level of redundancy is addressed later, but if more
than one core from each patient is to be used in a single master block, we
recommend nonadjacent placement of the cores. Optimally, the second
core is placed some distance away from the first core so that
artifacts that affect one core (staining, cutting, transfer, bubbles,
and so on) do not affect the second core.12 This placement also
decreases reading bias if stained spots are read by eye directly at the
microscope. Although this technique requires more time con-
structing and scoring the TMA, quality of the test results should be
the principal focus.

Inclusion of Controls

Nearly all TMAs include controls. Sometimes, they are normal
tissue or normal tissue adjacent to tumors. Other times, the controls
are from other species, other cell lines, other cell blocks, or even
nontissue material. One group has used a series of eight to 12 immor-
talized cell lines, purchased from commercial sources such as the
American Type Culture Collection (Manassas, VA) and validated by
the American Type Culture Collection, for a standardization study.13

Some groups have used in-cohort controls in which certain patients
are represented at higher frequencies or are present on every block of a
series of TMAs to serve as standards between blocks.14 We recommend
that controls be included on every TMA master block. However, control
design should be based on the content, size, and goals of the study.

Level of Replication/Redundancy

With rare exceptions of extremely large cohorts, nearly all pub-
lished work on TMAs is at least two-fold redundant (two or more
spots for each patient). Replication gives a more robust estimate of
biomarker expression, and it gives information about tissue and assay
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variability. Many studies have shown the representativeness of
various numbers of spots. The most common replication in the
literature seems to be two or three spots per sample.15-17 A handful
of studies have used four or more spots.18 However, for most
diagnostically useful biomarkers, the literature supports that two
spots are sufficiently representative of the tissue sample as com-
pared with whole-section analysis. Tumor biomarker density must
also be considered in constructing the TMA. Just as highly hetero-
geneous tumors may require more cores, consideration of bio-
marker density should also be considered. For example, if a protein
marker is only present in rare cells, a much larger number of cores
may be required.

Definitive evidence on levels of redundancy and tumor and/or
biomarker heterogeneity is not available. In the absence of direct
evidence, we recommend at least duplicate nonadjacent sampling of
tissue cores, with three-fold or greater replication when the scientific
question includes issues related to tumor heterogeneity. Sister (replicate
identical) blocks should be considered if sufficient tissue is available.
Data reported must include all results, including replicates. Any rep-
licates made based on observed results—such as when the original
observation seemed to be unusual—must be reported with the origi-
nal observations, however unusual they may be. For studies of
heterogeneously expressed biomarkers that would require large
numbers of cores for accurate assessment, TMAs may not be an
appropriate methodology.

Array Maps

Accurate maps are necessary for each TMA. Commercially avail-
able algorithms exist to convert maps from serpentine to row-by-row
format, but there is no consensus on the best method or orientation.
Using automated digital image capture, the sector map may need to be
tailored to the platform used.

ARRAY ANALYSIS AND VALIDATION

Array Cutting, Distribution, and Staining

Cutting a TMA master block always requires great care because
each section is valuable. In particular, the process of facing the block
should be done infrequently. The tumor loss as a result of facing the
block must be weighed against the issue of cut TMA slide storage. For
many antigens, cut slides lose antigenicity over time.19,20 Such loss
may be a result of oxidation, exposure to water vapor, or some un-
known reason. Several researchers recommend immediate staining21

or recommend storage conditions for both TMA cuts and routine
formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded slide cut sections20 to minimize
artifactual loss of antigenicity generated by poorly defined variables
associated with long intervals between cutting slides and staining
them. To minimize this problem, we recommend staining slides within as
short a time as possible after cutting the blocks. We also recommend that
TMA master blocks be cut in batches of at least 10 slides to minimize loss
from facing the block. This can be achieved by waiting until a number of
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assays are ready to be performed and then having a cutting day, on
which all laboratories doing the assays proceed with their protocols.
The protocols should be carefully developed on analogously handled
but less valuable tissue resources. Some laboratories dip slides in
paraffin to preserve them if they are not going to be stained within a
few (5) days,20 whereas others wrap slides in paraffin and store at 4,
�20, or �80°C (A. DeMarzo, personal communication, May 2006).
Some new evidence suggests that paraffin dipping and preservation in
a nitrogen box preserves slides for a year (Welsh et al, personal com-
munication, August 2009), but the evidence on this topic is still insuf-
ficient to recommend a specific approach for preservation of
cut sections.

Target Tissue Quality Control Review

After array construction, most facilities cut sections and stain
with HE to review the array and assess its quality. We recommend HE
staining and pathologist review at least every 20th cut. These reviews
should be orthogonal in the sense that each row is represented the
same number of times and each column is represented the same
number of times. The estimated percentage of technically representa-
tive, usable cores should be recorded. High-quality TMAs should
achieve 90% usability, although in our experience exceeding 95% is
difficult to achieve. Percentages decrease as a block is sectioned. TMAs
with less than 70% of patients may still be valuable, but missing data
issues become paramount (see earlier discussion). Some TMAs with
less than 70% of patients (and especially with � 50% of patients) may
be worthless in drawing legitimate statistical conclusions. The prob-
lem is that the availability of cores may depend on important
prognostic factors such as tumor size, and therefore, overall out-
come measures may be biased. Statistical analyses may be able to
partially adjust for such biases. However, in the worst case, an array
may be strictly exploratory.

Analysis of the TMA

TMAs are most commonly used to assess protein expression by
immunohistochemistry. Although there is no consensus in the com-
mittee regarding the best method to make this assessment, a range of
methods can be acceptable if properly performed, standardized, and
quality controlled. Perhaps most commonly, arrays may be read using
traditionalpathologist-basedestimationsof intensityand/orareaof stain-
ing using chromogenic methods for visualization. Alternatively, quan-
titative measurements can be made on each spot. There are a number
of commercially available tools for this task, including both chromo-
genic and fluorescence-based visualization techniques. There are ad-
vantages and disadvantages to each method. However, detailed
exploration of the techniques and the strengths and weaknesses of
each is beyond the scope of this study.

Regardless of the method of analysis, the TMA is especially sus-
ceptible to issues related to preanalytic variables. Specifically, warm
and cold ischemic time, fixative time, processor, fixative and paraffin
types, and myriad other variables can all affect the availability of
protein for analysis on slides. TMAs made from tissue blocks from
diverse sources can magnify these problems. We know of no well-
documented, published method of standardization of preanalytic
variables. Thus, we cannot make any global recommendations. How-
ever, it is important to be aware of preanalytic variables because they
can represent a limitation of studies that use TMAs.

Analysis in the Presence of Missing Data

Spots are often lost in the process of cutting a TMA master block.
The loss may be a result of technical reasons in the transfer or staining
process but is often caused by tissue or tumor exhaustion in the core as
a result of insufficient thickness of the original block in the region
chosen for coring. This may give rise to a bias because the smallest
tumors will be exhausted first. Such a bias is not necessarily limiting,
but it requires careful comparison of included and excluded patients.
This can be analyzed in a biostatistical process by looking for
missingness-not-at-random. In the analysis of TMA data, we recom-
mend biostatistical assessment of the subset of the cohort missing from the
TMA to be sure missing samples as a result of technical issues do not
introduce bias into the cohort analysis.

Analysis of Robustness of Each Assay (Row and

Column Means and Block-to-Block Means)

Analyses may fail to reveal a systematic technical flaw, leading to
a spurious conclusion. Consistent with methods used to analyze nu-
cleic acid arrays, one can calculate row and column means to look for
regional differences or artifacts associated with the staining or other
aspects of the assay. An example of calculated row and column means
is shown in Figure 5. Large cohorts often must be split into multiple
array blocks (eg, full assessment of the Southwest Oncology Group
9313 trial required data collection from 28 slides22). In cases where
there are multiple blocks, the mean value for the assays can be com-
pared to determine whether there is an outlier block (Fig 6). This group
recommends a planned method for exclusion of systematic error. One option
for quantitative data is the calculation and statistical comparison of row
means and column means for each TMA and slide means comparisons for
cohorts whose size requires representation on multiple master blocks. This
information (or at least confirmation that the data have been assessed in this
manner) should be included in Methods sections of reports of TMA data.
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Fig 6. Assessment of average estrogen receptor (ER) quantitative scores on a
per-slide basis suggests that slide 7 is an outlier. The difference may be caused
by a systematic error in the process of generating the scores. The full data must
be communicated, including those data points that seem unusual. Once that is
done, such a slide might be excluded from one analysis of the data. A better
approach is to prospectively define the use of a nonparametric method of data
analysis. Similarly, if a fresh slide is used to repeat slide 7, then the original data
must be communicated and suitably addressed in any analysis and then should
be excluded from data analysis or, if possible, repeated on a fresh slide. AQUA,
automated quantitative analysis.
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Glossary Terms

Formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded: Formalin-fixed,
paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tissue is the standard for tissue prepara-
tion in anatomic pathology. The processing of tissue historically has
included cutting into thin (5-mm) sections, then placing a cassette
for fixation in formalin in a tissue processor, followed by infusion of
paraffin and embedding on the block for subsequent sectioning for
histologic evaluation or immunohistochemistry.

Immunohistochemistry: The application of antigen-antibody
interactions to histochemical techniques. Typically, a tissue section is
mounted on a slide and is incubated with antibodies (polyclonal or
monoclonal) specific to the antigen (primary reaction). The antigen-
antibody signal is then amplified using a second antibody conjugated to
a complex of peroxidase-antiperoxidase (PAP), avidin-biotin-
peroxidase (ABC) or avidin-biotin alkaline phosphatase. In the presence
of substrate and chromogen, the enzyme forms a colored deposit at the
sites of antibody-antigen binding. Immunofluorescence is an alternate
approach to visualize antigens. In this technique, the primary antigen-
antibody signal is amplified using a second antibody conjugated to a
fluorochrome. On UV light absorption, the fluorochrome emits its own
light at a longer wavelength (fluorescence), thus allowing localization of
antibody-antigen complexes.

Preanalytic variables: Variables that occur before the time that
the tissue is fixed in formalin. Most significantly, this includes bio-
logic and artifactual changes to the tissue that occur during the time
between the surgical ligation of the oxygen supply and tissue fixa-
tion. These are often divided into warm and cold ischemic time vari-
ables. However, preanalytic variables also include dozens of other
variables beyond time, including room temperature, specimen thick-
ness, surgical technique, transfer methods, and so on.

Tissue microarray: Used to analyze the expression of genes of
interest simultaneously in multiple tissue samples, tissue microarrays
consist of hundreds of individual tissue samples placed on slides
ranging from 2 to 3 mm in diameter. Using conventional histochem-
ical and molecular detection techniques, tissue microarrays are pow-
erful tools to evaluate the expression of genes of interest in tissue
samples. In cancer research, tissue microarrays are used to analyze
the frequency of a molecular alteration in different tumor type,
to evaluate prognostic markers, and to test potential
diagnostic markers.
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